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all have to answer to their names, and they must
answer truly, for Lady Norman knows every one of
them by name She even knows the names of the
great clumps of bamboos, plants which the learned
get in such a muddle about We would walk with her
to the lake, and she would call the wild fowl, softly,
and the fowl sheltering in the reeds would answer
softly to her call It sounded as though they were
telling one another secrets, they called as though to
tell her that they were waiting for her to come and
were so pleased that she had called upon them Whilst
we were walking about the garden the an- would
suddenly become dark with aeroplanes "They come,9'
Lady Norman would say, "Let us go and see them
land " We would hurry to the field, their landing
place, and one after another the 'planes would swim
through the air in gracious curves till they touched the
earth and came to rest The first to step out would be
Rosalind, calm and casual, with a complexion like the
most exquisite pink shell. That is how the younger
generation travels, even to a house party I was glad to
have a glimpse of the way they live, so much nearer
to Heaven than we do I had arrived by car, and felt that
I crawled They, like angels, came to us descending from
the skies Sir Henry Norman, politician, writer,
most versatile of men, would go off for a talk with my
Controller, and in the evening would read to us poetry
which he loves or else some play of his own which
he had just written The only form of art with which
he did not seem to feel completely at ease was the art
of the garden But then Sir Henry is a politician and
it is a curious fact that politicians rarely seem to be
happy in a garden They don't quite fit in They
appear as though they were addressing them instead
of letting the flowers caress them When I used to
watch Lord Reading walking about the garden at
Melchet, I always thought of him as a modern Lord
Bacon, one who would, if he wrote about them at all,
write about gardens as Bacon did "like a Lord Chan-

